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Employees Unhappy About Possible Dismissal
By Mark Yablonsky
Amidst a setting ot controversy
and strong sentiment, the Student
Council meeting was held in
Downs Hall this past Friday. At the
top of the agenda was a long discussion concerning the decision of
'Student Organization's Executive
Board to terminate the positions of
Director of Administrative Services
and Administrative Assistant for
the 1983-84 school year. Convening after the Executive Board had
arrived from an emergency meeting, Council members were informed of this issue by Vice-President of Student Org., Paul Egert.
He explained to Council about the
dilemma that he and his fellow Executive Board members had encountered in reaching their decision. "All our funded groups want
more money; some deserve more
money," said Egert. "We' re all
new at this, but it was a right decision, " he added. Cynthia Young,
Student Org.'s Secretary, then announced that the poitions of Director of Administrative Services and
Administrative Assistant would not
be funded for the following school
year.

At this point, a leave of body was
granted and various paid employees of Student Org. were allowed
to express their views on this matter. Throughout this lengthy discussion, various voices were
raised because of the importance
of this issue. Luckily the situation
was handled professionally by Student Org. President Andy Krupa
who insured that no personal feelings would be tolerated. "I think
the decision is wrong and I'll tell
you why," said Student Organization Business Manager Dick
D'erico in an emotional appeal to
Council. "You only get what you
pay for. If you don't have a fulltime professional, you can't expect
to get the service you have been
getting .. . you're very immature;
you're acting too fast, " he said .
Tom O'Donnell, one of the
people who would be affected by
Student Org. ' s decision, spoke
next. " I do respect the right of Executive Board and Council ," stated
Kean's Director of Administrative
Services. O'Donnell then added
that he was greatly displeased by
the fact that he was never confer-

red with in advance. He criticized tioned that he would like to see
the Executive Board for "not even O ' Donnell remain with the adminhaving the courtesy to come in and istration , but not with the position
talk to me about the position ... I that he currently holds. Jude also
was very hurt. Our Business Man- expressed his doubt that Hotline
ager (D'erico) was never con- would "fold tommorow" if Lori
Bernstein's job was terminated. "I
sulted ."
According to a few Executive really felt sick at making this deciBoard members, it has become sion," added the NSA Director.
necessary to save an amount rang- After some more discussion, the
ing between twenty and thirty Executive Board decided that it
thousand dollars, which up until would further examine the situanow has been used to fund the pos- tion , and then would bring it up
itions in question. It was also men- again at a future Council meeting.
The subject of the distribution
tioned that the Administrative Asand
financial
handling
of
sistant's (Lori Bernstein) duties include the title of Assistant Director Memorabilia, the students' annual
of Kean College Hotline. Berns- yearbook, was next on the agenda .
tein's supervisor, · Teri Cote (Hot- After is was acknowledged that not
line Director), stated "Part of my every senior had received a copy,
job is working with a team . Be- it was decided that in the future it
cause I do a lot, I need the support would be better to mail out the
yearbooks to the graduates. Folof an Assistant Director."
lowing motions to appoint student
After nearly every Council mem- applicants to various committees,
ber present spoke in defense of the it was announced that March 4th
dissatisfied employees, Egert ac- would be the final time this year
knowledged, "I regret that we that the names of people interested
didn't talk to Dick, but I don't think in serving on Council would be
the decision would have been forwarded.
changed ." Then Ed Jude, National
After some ammendments to
Student Affairs Director, men- various election committee poli-

cies, the subject of possible renovations to the College Center
arose . At previous Council meetings, various Executive Board
members had decided that an appropriate way of dealing with this
issue would be the formation of a
recommendations board, which
would include five full-time students, two part time students, one
graduate, and three faculty administrators. The board would then
supposedly report directly to the
President of Kean College, Dr.
Nathan Weiss. After some comments by College Center Board
(C.C.B .) Vice-Chairman Harry
Kagdis, and Assistant Director of
Student Activities Chris Cottle, it
was decided that no decision
would be made until the issue was
brought back to council within the
next two months.
Finally, it was announced by
NSA Director Jude that a sufficient
amount of people were available
to mal<e a bus trip to Washington ,
D .C. on March 7, for the purpose
of meeting with key political figures such as Sen. Frank Lautenberg
of N .J., to discuss student needs
and problems.

Maker of Docutnentary Filtn To Speak For English Dept.
Rita Heller, whose Doctoral dissertation in History at Rutgers Uni-

$26,000 grant from the National

partnership with YWCA's, the Na-

Endowment for the Humanities.

tional

versity records an exciting but little
All students of mass media, parknown 1920's and 30' s experi- ticularly journalism and film, will
ment in education for women be interested in hearing Mrs. Helworkers--the Bryn Mawr Summer ler's account of her plans for this
School for Women Workers in In- film. It will be, she says, a "retrosdustry-will be at Kean on Thurs- pective depiction of the Bryn
day, March 1, at 3 p.m. in Downs Mawr Summer School for Women
Alumni Lounge, to tell the story of Workers by its original particithis important chapter in the an- pants-'witnesses'-who are now
nals of education , labor relations, in their seventies and eighties."
and the women's movement.
The film will interweave stills,
memorabilia, newsreel footage,
Mrs. Heller will show slides of and oral history interviews, with
events and participants in the Sumthe climax to be a reunion-the
mer School-both students and first in SO years-on the Bryn
faculty-, and will also describe Mawr campus this summer .
her current work in producing a
Like the film , Mrs. Heller's talk
documentary film on the School ,
called "The Women of Summer, " will illuminate a unique social and
for which she has received a educational venture. In "creative

Women's

Trade

Union

League, and many national and
local unions, the Bryn Mawr Summer School gave unschooled factory women the opportunity to "attend college" on scholarship. By
focusing on the truly innovative
genius of the Bryn Mawr personnel
who founded the school and on
the fascinating life stories of some
of the students whose lives were
changed by their attendance there,
Mrs. Heller will restore to memory
a significant experiment which
was in danger of being forgotten
and which has great importance
for us today.
The English Department, which
is sponsoring the lecture, warmly
invites the entire college community to attend.

The English Department will be sponsoring a lecture presented by
Rita Heller in Downs Hall, March 1, at 3 p.m.

Social Work Program Celebrates Work Week, February 28-March 3
Kean College's Social Work Pro- providing quality education for
gram, recognized as one of the na- this altruistic career.
During this week all Social
tion's leading undergraduate programs, celebrates Social Work Work classes will be open to interWeek during the period of Feb- ested members of the campus
ruary 28 through March 3 as a community . A complete list of
means of providing students, fac- such classes is posted at strategic
ul ty and administration with infor- spots around the campus, and on
mation and understanding about the Social Work Bulletin Board
the profession of Social Work and outside Hutchinson 305 . Those inKean College' s vital preparation in dividuals who attend these classes
are invited to take part in the class
discussions, to talk with students
and faculty before and after classes.
Faculty, students and alumni
will be available during that week
in the offices of the Social Work
Program. in Hutchinson 305 to discuss a variety of concerns and issues: What is Social Work, What
do Social Workers do, Where do
they do it, If you can be a social
Counseling Center . . .
2
worker and what is Kean's Social
Woman Space
2
major like? In addition, related disStudent Org. News . .
3
cussion may deal with the place of
Weekly Spotlight . .
3
an altruistic profession in a society
Phylis Hyman : A
marked by competition and
Sophisticated Lady .
6
materialism, can society really be
The End Is Here . . . . . . 9
changed through the activities of
Fan's Perspective . . .. .. 11
social workers and other individuals and groups interested in
humanitarian concerns, how the

IN THIS
ISSUE

Judeo-Christian ethic created the
beginnings of professional caring
now referred to as social work and
can interest in social work be
meshed with related interests such
as in special education , gerontology and the allied health professions .
Currently there are about 150
social work majors who are involved in an inte.rnship---or field
work-in a variety of community
agencies and services. Kean students are at a number of hospitals
where they work in emergency
rooms and various wards; in nursing homes providing individual
and group services; in family
counseling aiding individuals,
couples and families resolve various problems ; in public child welfare assisting with the adoption of
children and dealing with abused
children and their parents; in
urban development relocating individuals and families living in unsafe and hazardous housing; in institutions and community programs serving mentally retarded
and mentally ill people and in shelters for battered women and their
children. In this thousands of hours
are contributed to the community

while students learn the art and sci- tunities for social workers in alcoholism programs on Tues.day,
ence of helping in social work .
Graduates of this Bachelor of So- March 1st from 1:40 to 3 p.m. in
cial Work program may enter a Hutchinson 304. Coffee and cake
graduate program and receive ad- will be served free by the Social
vanced standing which permits Work Club which will sponsor this
them to complete such education event.
A videotape depicting the field
in one academic year. Within five
years of graduates most of Kean's work or internship aspects of social
social work graduates receive their work training will be shown daily.
Details of the showings will be
Master's in social Work.
A number of special events will posted on the Social Work Bulletin
feature the week' s activities . Mr. Board outside of Hutchinson 305.
Information may be secured by
Riley Regan, a social worker and
Director of the State's Alcoholism calling the social Work Program
Program, will speak on oppor- faculty at extension 2090.

"Twelve Angry Men"
Tickets are now available for the
Kean Theatre Series production of
the behind-the-scenes courtroom
drama "Twelve Angry Men." The
twelve men are jurors, attempting
to determine the guilt or innocence
of a man on trial for murder during
the 1950's. In the beginning, only
one juror seems to take the entire
matter seriously .
The play is under the direction of
Dr. James Murphy, head of
Speech/Theatre/Media Studies. It
will be presented in the Lella Frye

Studio The~tre, Vaughn -Eames
Building, beginning Wednesday,
March 2. The show will run from
March 2 through 5 at 8 p.m.; Sunday, March 6, at 3 p.m. and 7
p.m .; Wednesday March 9
through Saturday March 12 at 8
p.m ., and Sunday March 13 at 3
p.m. and 7 p.m. Tickets are $4.00,.
but may be purchased for $2.00 by
any Kean student, staff or faculty
member showing their Kean ID at
the Wilkins Theatre Box Office
(527-2337).
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Alcohol Counseling
Mr. Riley Regan, MSW, Director of the State Alchoholism Program,
will be the guest speaker at the second Social Work Colloquium on
Tuesday, March 1st, 1983 at 1 :40 p.m. in J-304 to discuss opportunities in Alcohol Counseling. the Kean College community is invited
to attend. Coffee and refreshments w i II be served .

"Twelve Angry Men"
"Twelve Angry Men" by Reginald Rose, adapted for the stage by
Sherman L. Sergei, will be presented by the Kean Cellege Theatre series
as its third production .
The courtroom drama takes place in a jury room during the jury's deliberations in a murder trial .
The play was originally written for television and was presented on
Studio One during the so-called "Golden Age ofTelevision."
It is being directed by Dr. James R. Murp~ of Cranford . Joe Regan
of Willingboro is the assistant director. Bob Harper of New York City
is the set designer and Tracey Davis of South Orange is the stage manager.
The castincludes: Davis; Seth Newfeld of Maplewood; Jerry Crapis
of Belleville; Mike Worlds of Camden ; Glenn Wolfson of Piscataway;
Tom Kartelias of Edison; Vincent S. Yannone of Neptune; James Cron in
of Berkeley Heights; Paul Curcio of Cranford; Philip Duffy and John
Tsakonas, both of Elizabeth, and Tom Williams Ill of Union .
The.drama will be presented in the zella Fry Theatre in the VaughnEames Building at 8P.M . March 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11 and 12 and at 3
P.M . and 7 P.M. March 6 and 13 .
Tickets w ill be $4 each for the general publ ic and $2 each for students, staff and senior ci tizens and may be obtained at the W ilki ns
Theatre Box Office. For ticket information, call 527-2337.

Job Hunting
Two opportunities to acquire" An Insider's Approach to Job Hunting"
wil I be given by EVE, the Adu It Advisory Service at Kean College of New
Jersey.
The workshop, led by Lloyd L. Feinstein, a career planning and outplacement consultant and author, will be given from 7 to 10 P.M.
March 15 and April 13 with registration required one week in advance.
Arrangements can be made through EVE (Education, Vocation, Employment) at 527-2210.
Feinstein is co-author of "Career Changing: The Worry Free Guide."
He recommends the workshop for managers with stalled careers, executives wishing to change careers, college graduates and people attempting to re- enter the work force .
The workshop covers analyzing yourself as a competetive product
and interpreting clasified ads. It teaches writinp letters that get interviews, designing resumes for specific jobs ana giving the right responses to intervview questions.It will also help in developing strategies for negotiating salaries,
bonu·ses and employment contracts.

Ireland's Singing D uet At Kean
Anne and Francie Brolly, Northeast Ireland's popular traditional singing duet will present a concert at 8:30 P.M. Tuesday, March 8, at the
Little Theatre in the College Center Building at Kean College.
The program is being sponsored by the Kean College Friends of
Medieval Ireland and the Kean College Irish Cl ub.
Tickets are $5 for the general publ ic and $3 for students, staff and
senior citizens. They may be obtained at the W i Ikins Theatre Box Office
from noon unti l 8 P.M . Mondays through Thursday and from noon to
4 P. M . Fridays.
The Brolly's have appeared many times on English and Irish radio and
television. The couple have performed on tour in the U.S. the last four
summers, and last year headlined the 11th Annual Irish Heritage Festival at the Garden State Arts Center in Holmdel.
Additional information about the concert may be obtained from the
box office or Edward Callaghan at 527-2155.

Each semester, the Counseling
Center is joined by a number of
student intern's. They are an important addition to the Center
since they bring with them their
own unique abilities and interests.
This semester the interns are :
Nancy Hamilton, a full -time student in the School of Psychology at
Kean , is alsoagraduateassistantat
the Counseling Center. Prior to
th is, she was a social worker for incarcerated j uvenile females . Her
major area of interest includes
peopleandanylifeexperience that
they choose to share. She is available for appointments Monday,
Thursday, and Friday.
Born and raised in New York
City, Mary Heybaer presently resides in Elizabeth, New Jersey. In
1975, she received her B.A. from
Rutgers University and is now
working on her master' s degree in
behaavioral sciences full-time at
Kean College, with the hopes of
graduating in June of this year
la 1974 and 197 5 she w~rked
for the B~reau of Children's Services (now D.Y.F.S. ), as a counselor for deli nquent adolescents in
a residential setti ng. She then tried
several office jobs but got little
satisfaction from them. In the
academic years of 1979, she held
a position at Centenary College for
Women in Hackettstown New
Jersey as a Residence Dire~tor and
couns~lor for 15 0 freshman
women . She finds her interests lie
in ;counseling young adults and
families which she intends to pursue afte; graduation. Her hours are
Wednesday mornings, 9-11 .
Celeste Hribar received a
B.S. w. degree from St. Francis
College (Penna .) in 1975 _ From
1976 until late 1978 she was employed as a social worker for the
Cerebral Palsy Center of Union
County . She began in the School
Psychology program at Kean (parttime) in 1977 and received an
M.A. in Educational Psychology in
1982. She anticipates completing
her certification in 19 85 .
Charles Pastore is currently a
graduate in the School Psychology
program at Kean College. H is

~r~~~
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counseling. He wi ll be at the
Counseling Center from 7:309:30, on Thursday nights.
Rita Seay-Veca is a psychology
intern at the Counseling Center.
She is interested in helping you
with any situations hinderi ng your
happiness and success this semes-

False Herpes Letter Almost Sinks Hot Tub
spa, "had a pretty big influence on Nexus subsequently found out the
business," recalls Richard Weiss, letter was a fake.
There was no woman with the
owner of the Shibuki Gardens Spa
name on the letter enrolled at
and Sauna.
"It's total malarkey, " Weiss says. UCSB at the time, and no one with
"Scientifically, this isn't possible. the name lived at the address on
There's no way you' re going to the letter.
Weiss says the letter was eventucatch herpes sitting in a body of
ally traced to "this 43-year-old
chlorinated water."
Alarmed, Weiss complained to (male) dropout who lives across
the Daily Nexus, the student paper the street" from the spa, who was
that had printed the letter. The "apparently bothered by the peole
coming in and out and the music
and everything."
He hasn't confronted the "dropNew Jersey GYN Associates, Inc. '
out," however. "What good wou Id
it qo?" he asks .
I
.
Free Pregnancy Testing
He has confronted the Nexus,
though. "We came so close to
• A b o rti o n Pro c e dure s • Birth C o ntrol
suing. The fact is the Nexus failed
Counseling • Breast Screen ing Cli nic
•
to verify the letter. They were neg•·c o mple te Obstetrical and Gynecolog ical
ligient. The only reason we didn't
•
Care • Sterili zation Procedures inc lud ing
Vasectom ies •
sue was the court time . It would
Phone
tor on opp t
have taken three or four years beHours: 9 :00 to' 5 :00 Monday thru Saturday
•
fore it was settled."
The paper has now agreed to
Owned&. Staffed by N .J. Lie. Bd. Cert. Gynecologists •
print "a series of front page retrac-:)
22 Ball St., Irvington, N.J. 07111
~
tions," and to give Shibuki Gar!,
(Right off Exit 143. G .S P North ,
dens "a substantial amount of free
Near the Irvington Bus Terminal)
•
advertising," Weiss says.

ISLA VISTA, CA (CPS) -- A fraudulent letter in the University of
California-Santa Barbara student
newspaper from someone claiming to have caught herpes in a hot
tub caused ua pretty significant decline" in business at a nearby spa,
and nearly boiled into a libel suit
aga i nstthe paper.
The letter, supposedly written
by a female student who said she'd
been infected with herPf;S at the

@~~@,i
ABORTION SERVICES
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373-2600
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ter. She has a Master's Degree in
psychology and has training and
experience in art therapy . If you
are interested in better understanding and exploring yourself come to
the Counseling Center on Mondays, 4-6.
Students interested in a testing
and interpretive session to help
make school major and Career
choices best suited to your interests, personal ity characteristics
and aptitudes are invited to make
an appointment w ith Lenore Shapiro at the Counseling Center. Stu-

dents are al so welcome to come
into discuss any concerns in relationships, family and school situations. Her hours are Tuesdays,
12-3.
In 1980, Ellen Tarlowe received
her B.S. degree in Psychology from
Brooklyn College, N .Y. She then
attended
Ferkhauf
Graduate
School in N.Y.C. where she received her M asters -degree in Developmental Psychology. She is
currently attend ing Kean College
where she is seeking certification
as a School Psychologist.
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by Linda Za~e~

.
Author and _pshys1c1an . Le~1s
Thomas has writt~n an article m ,
the February issue of Self
Magazine called "~ Doctor's Love
Letter to Women . What an unusual and "delicious" case of w ife
and woman ~ orship! A bit biased
bu! nevert~eless _fresh and earthy
point of view: m short, let the
women take over, says Thomas.
. Though women s~nd more
time than_ men w~rrymg a~out
small d;t.a1ls;, when 1t comes t1~e
for th~ . right ~unch, for reach mg
a dec1s1on which affects the very
survival of th species, it is the
women whom he would trust.
. Thomas makes a proposal.
~mce me~ hav~ had_a_lo_ng, long
time running th mgS, it is time for a
chang~! Let. th e women have th e
exclusive right to vot~ for a
hundred years, after which men
can begin to vo!e. Allow_women to
handle the entire question of nuclear warfare. Thomas _d?es not
trust_ men to make dec1s1ons regard~ng ~,he_!uture of th_
e human
species. If It s left to their char~e,
someone: somewher:, :nswering
a crazy s!gnal from a Y chrom?some, will set them ?ff, ,~nd we II
be done as a spe~1es. :hough
women keep_ c~angmg their upper
an~ outer li mits, says T~omas,

thei r ce~~e~ holds a stead ier atid
more so I ase.
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Let the women do the teach mg,
fo~ they are born teachers, maint~ms Thomas : L~t th~ women dec1de on the d1stribut1on of knowl edge for our y?uth, for up to now,
men have written the books and
have decided what should be
taught. Thomas concludes by sayin~, "Send the men, _for the_time
being anyway (the time being a
hundred years), off to the showers,
for the !,ong, long bath they have
earned.
l_s Dr. Tho~as serio_us? Is the
~mt of t~e article to trigg~r react1ons?Tomc1temen?Todelighthis
wife and any other women who
reads it? Or is he serious? Is he a
unique male who really believes
that men have botched up the
world, have made too many wrong
decisions, based in large part on
their biological maleness?
What do you think, readers?
PLEASE

NOTE:

WOMANTALK

PROGRAMS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT NOON, DOWNS HALL
ALUMNI LOUNGE. EVERYONE
INVITED** BRING YOUR LUNCH
AND A FRIEND.
March 2 -- "On Death and Dying"
Kim Gluck, Montclair State College adjunct.
March 9 -- "Meditation; A New
Approach to Divorce" Ruth Hur-
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by Amparo Huertas
Segun las decisiones del presidente Reagan, estan encaminadas
a frustrar los acuerdos sobre las
limitaciones de armas y busca descaradamente
retirar
los
obstaculos que le impidan efectuar
el plan de lograr la supremacfa
militar de Estados Unidos.
La prensa de los Estados Unidos
sefiala con enfasis el hecho de que
el presidente Reagan decidi6 no
hablar nunca mas sobre la no proliferaci6n de armas nucleares en
las conferencias de los principales
paises occidentales.
Recientemente aparecieron informaciones de que el gobierno de
Reagan considera traspasar a las
compafiias privadas las empresas
procesadoras de Uranio que son
actualmente exclusivas propiedades del Estado. Si las propiedades privadas obtienen el derecho de comerciar con el Uranio, el
cual es utilizado para manufacturar municiones nucleares, y
otros paises, tendran la oportunidad de adquirirlo lo que aumentara el riesgo del garrote nuclear. Aunque Estados Unidos ya
posee un arsenal Quimico capaz
dedestruir la humanidad entera.
El gobierno de Reagan expresa
descaradamente su menosprecio
al peli gro que representa di seminar sin restricciones los arsenales

nucleares y demuestra con mas
evidencia
los designios de
Washington de jugar con el destino de la humnanidad para lograr
egoistas y pasajeros intereses.
Los gastos militares, impiden el
crecimiento econ6mico y la carrera armamentista constituye un
obstaculo para un nuevo orden
econ6mico internacional y origina
desempleo e inflaci6n.
Los enormes gastos en armamentos deben destinarse a
liquidar la pobreza y construir el
desarrollo humano y material.
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GYNECOLOGICAL
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FREE
Pregnancy
40
UNION AVENUE
Testing.
IRVINGTON
FREE
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Complete
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Care
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(201) 375-0800
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What's In The Future For Financial Aid .
More Proposed Cuts
USSA (United States Student Association) has acfrv:ely lobbied to
preserve student financial aid programs amidst the onslaught of proposed cuts by the Reagan admin istration over the last two years. Although rejecti ng the Adm inistration's cuts for Fiscal Year 1983,
Congress has cut financial aid programs by $1 .5 billion or a loss of
32 percent in constant dollars
si nce Fisca l Year 1980. This includes the phaseout of veterans'
and student social security education benefits.
Last year, the FY (fiscal year)
1983 budget proposed by President Reagan included major cuts

in student financi al assistance,
thereby posing a great threat to accessible higher education for millions of students. These cuts were
rejected by Congress, whi ch appropriated funds fo r Educati on,
Labor, H ealth and Human Services at FY '82 levels, th us not on ly
blocki ng cuts but also any proposed program eliminations. At
present, the Senate has not passed
its FY 1983 Appropriations Bi 11 for
Education, Labor, Health and
Human Services which means that
education programs will be funded
under the Continuing Resolution
(CR), a funding measure for sectors
of the federal government in which

appropriations bill s have not been
passed .
The CR is normally a "stopgap"
fund ing mechanism but thi s time,
it has been put into effect until September 30, 1983, the end of the
current fiscal year. Education programs including financial aid programs are forward fu nded, meaning that the appropriations set in
one year are used during the following academic year. The recent
funding level of programs at the FY
1982 levels was a rejection of
Reagan's proposed cuts, but the
dollars to education are far fewer
due to inflation and the increasing
demands for the programs.

The FY '84 Budget wa s presented to Congress by President
Reagan on January 31, 1983.
USSA anticipates that significant
cuts in education programs will be
propsed as the admini stration conti nues its shift from fu nd ing domestic social programs to military expenditures while simu ltaneously
pushing for major corporate tax
breaks. USSA supports full funding
of all student financial aid programs at the levels approved by
Congress in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 signed into
law'by President Reagan on August
13, 1981. The act drastically reduced spending ceilings for higher

?
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education programs for FY ' 82 ,
'83, and '84 , The Act negated
many of the provisions of the 1980
H igher Education Amendments,
affecting both the proposed increases for programs and restri ctions for eligibility. These proposed cei lings have not been met
for the last th ree yea rs. According
to the FY '83 levels set in the 1981
Reconciliation Act, Pell Grants
should have received funding at
$2 .8 billion . This is in contrast to
the 1.4 billion proposed by Reagan
in his FY '83 budget and the $2.4
billion which has been appropriated through the current Continuing Resolution .

Court Rules Students
Can't Withhold Fee·s
by Andy Krupa
The drinking age now 21, what
does it mean to the College?
Already we can see the answer
to this question on our campus.
The Pub I.D. card is an attempU
step for more control and regulation of alcohol consumption.
Presently the College requires
any Groups planning to serve alcohol, to fill out a " Request to
Serve A lcoho lic Beverages Form"
th ro ugh Student Activ ities office. If
any exchange of money is involved the group must also submit appl ications and comply with the
Union County Alcohol Beverage ·
Control Board. The college forms
require that a faculty member or
adm inistrator sign the coverage
statement and be present during
the func tio n . Th e g rou ps must
agree to observe the law s of the
State of N ew Jersey by not allowing
anyone under the age of 21 (i ncluding the G randfather· clause) to
drink and must estab lish appropri-

ate controls to insure that individuals will not obtain or consume alcoholic beverages. The form mandates the following conditions: 1.
Appropriate control must be provided to insure that individuals
under 21 are not served or permitted to consume alcoholic beverages. 2. Appropri ate li mits on individual. consumption of alcoholic
beverages must be provi ded. 3.
Non-alcohol ic beverages must
also be avai lable . The individual
group as you can see, assumes a
great deal of responsibil ity with alcohol ic functions. The degree to
how they handle this responsibility
has varied with the groups.
The change in the law has
prompted the College to act! Within the next couple of months the
fo rmation and meeting of a Co llege Alcohol Committee will occur
and you can be assured of major
revi sions. There are three separate
areas or condilions that the co·mmittee wi ll have to consider and

evaluate . The Resident Halls, the
,Funded/Non-funded Groups functions and the Pub.
Many other states and colleges
have already dealt with a similar
situation and have a variety of
drinking plans. Designated areas,
dry campus, equal expenditures
on non-alcoholic and alcoholic
beverages and classifyi ng liquor
types fo r consum ption are some
examples. Wh at wi ll it be fo r us?
That w ill be wh at the Alcoho l committee has to con cern itself with .
In any event, the consequences
will be evident as future comes to
present. The law has been a difficult one to enforce. It's no wonder .. . is the age 191 or 2H or
18119 after January? . .. Look out
Residents, Kean College and New
Jersey State Schools!
There is a possibility that a bill
will be introduced to ammend the
Drinking Law , so that college campuses wi ll not be effected, before
our State Legislators .

Fifty-nine University of California students just lost another round
in their seven-year court battle to
withhold portions of their student
health fees that finance campus
abortion counseling programs.
The California Supreme Court
recently refused to hear the students' arguments against a long
li ne of lower court decisions.
Those Californ ia cou rts have consistently ruled the un iversity is not
acting improperl y by requiring the
students to pay standard student
health fees, part of which go to
fund abortion counseling and services for students.
The case has been in litigation
since 1977, when students from
six different University of California campuses first objected to their
fees being used to fund activities

w hich they clai med were morall y
and religiously objectionable.
University of Californ ia officials
argued they are neither condoning
nor req uiring students to use the
aborti on seryices, but simply mak-

ing them available to students who
choose to use them .
"The university doesn't take a
position on abortion, simply a policy of providing complete health
coverage," says UC attorney Larry
Garcia. "There isn't any secular
reason to excl ude a benefit that
may be used by our students. "
But Burton Shamsky, attorney
fo r the students, bel ieves his
cl ients still have a case, and plans
to ask the U .S. Supreme Court to
hear their arguments.
"All we want is for the university
to either stop funding the abortion
services with student money, stop
funding abortions entirely, or at
least allow those who oppose
abortion to withhold $2 from their
student fees which would go to

provide aborti ons," he says.
And students at a number of
campuses have recently voiced
similar objections to their student
fees fund ing campus public interest research groups, or PIRGs.

Weekly Spotlight . .

Alumni Association
Could your organization use an
extra $100 in its treasury? Or could
you use an extra $50 in your personal treasury? That's what the
Alumni Association is offering the
student group and the individual
that rai se the highest amount of
pledges
during the Alumni
Phonathon.
March 7 through 24 are the
dates of the 10th Annual Alumni
Phonathon, Mondays through
Thursdays, 6:00-9:30 p.m. on the
second floor of the Administration
Building. Sandwiches and refreshments will be served to all phoners. In addition, prizes will be
awarded nightly to the team with
the highest total of pledges .
The Phonathon is the major part
of the Alumni Annual Fund Campaign from which money is used
for student schola rships, capltal
acquisitions for the College, special projects and alumni services.
Alu mn i who have not yet contributed to the Alum ni Annual Fund
Campaign are contacted by phone
in an effort to "motivate" them to
make a donation.
We need your help! Student

groups have always been the main
Phonathon participants . We invite
your organization to attend one or
more evening sessions to operate
the telephones. 25 PHONERS ARE
NEEDED EACH NIGHT. You may
volunteer for as many evenings as
you wish. You may phone together
as a group or individually - all
monies raised by individuals representing your organization will be
credited to your group's total.
Don't be shy! We give an orientation session each night in addition to printed information you will
have with you while you phone
with
suggestions, ·tips
and
guidelines. YOU'LL DO GREAT!
We can meet our goal of
$25 ,000 only with your support
and cooperation. This is a valuable
service project for the College and
the Alumni Association. Please
have a representative of your
group contact the Alum ni Director, Caroline Jolly Koschig, immediately to arrange you r date of
phoning. The Alumni Office is located in Townsend Hall, Room
114, and the telephone number is
527-2526.
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I'm Sid E . Slicker , and I am
pleased to offer for sale a limited
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE
CERTIFICATES OF
OWNERSHIP!
Each 11" x 15" two color certificate
grants the right in nubibus to one
uncommon share of the Brooklyn
Bridge with all the rights and
privileges that entails.
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Whether you are a college student
or a corporate execu tive you
cannot find a better investment
for you r humor portfolio than one
. of t h ese signed, n umbered , and
, r egistered certi ficates.

!

YES, Sidi I want to buy the Brooklyn
Bridge! Send me _ _ _ certi fi cate(s). I
have enclosed $5 .00 for each certi fi cate
(ppd.) for a total of $,_ _ _ __
:11 , Mich , residents add aeplicable sales tax.
·( Satisfaction guaranteed.

NAM E

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counse ling By A Practici ng Attorney
Every Thursday fro m 1 :00 P.M. to 5: 00 P.M. ·
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Ke.i n College of New Jersey

PROBLEMS?

ADDR ESS
C ITY

STATE

ZIP

Send coupon or facsi m ile to:

BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
P.O. Box 1882
Dearborn, MI 48121
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EDITORIAL
With inflation on the upswing and no realistic hopes of the financial situation improving, it would seem appr9priate for the
funded groups at Kean College to evaluate their budgets a·nd decide where cuts can be made to insure all of the groups sufficient
money to operate in 1983-84. A few members of Student Org.'s
Executive Board did a little spring-cleaning themselves and an,nounced at the Feb. 18th Student Council meeting that the Director of Administrative Services and the Administrative Assistant
positions would be eliminated, effective Sept. 1, 1983.
This came as a surprise to all parties concerned - the employees that would be affected by this decision were given notice on
Friday, prior to the Council meeting where the final approval of
the cut rests. Vital members of the Executive Board were not in
attendance when the board concluded that 54% of the Stl::ldent
Council's budget is spent ~n salaries - the Business Manager of
Student Org. was not consulted on the matter.
It is true that the Executive Board has the authority to make decisions such as this without the advice or consent of the Pres. of
Student Org. of the Business Manager- it is a courtesy the Board
occasionally extends.
Executive Board attempted to tackle one of many financial
problems - they evaluated Student Council's budget and determined what expenditures were most cost effective and which
could be alleviated. Student Org. and the funded groups are financed through Student Activity fees - if the enrollment does not
increase then there will be no more money available than there
was in 1982-83. Executive Board took into consideration that the
salaries would have to be increased annually and these employees could become a luxury the students could not afford.
The Executive Board was on-the right track by attempting to alleviate "unnecessary" expense but, once again, the situation was
handled with haste and a total lack of sensitivity. The Board
should have consulted the Business Manager to be' sure to make
an educated decision instead of one that shows a lack of experience.
When Council brought the motion to eliminate the positions
to a vote, the Council voted down the Executive Board decision.
It was suggested that Executive Board re-evaluate their decision
and formalize their findings at the next Council meeting scheduled for March 4.
It proves to have been yet another indication that 'we' ought
to come to grips with our limitations- realize that there is greater
maturity shown when 'we' admit that 'we' occasionally need advisement from others, rather then to go it alone and risk making
grave errors ~gain and again ...

Independent
Really "Rates"
I would like to compliment you and your staff, as well as the colum- ·
nists and other contributors for making our school paper such an excel- ·
lent publication. I truly think that, "the Indy," rates qu ite well in comparison to the newspapers of other colleges and universities in the area .
It is very scholarly and comprehensive; it is informative and entertaining.
Furthermore, I would like to make a proposal that the name of our
school paper, "Independent," be changed to "The Independent." By
prefacing the title with the definite article ("the"), this will serve to better
reflect its high caliber and accentuate its status as a fine piece of work.
Simon P. Pignataro

independent
The opinions express in the signed columns and interviews of this
newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor
is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be
taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student Orpnization. The Independent is distributed free of charge at various locations
around the campus, however any member of the college community
who takes more than -five copies _will be charged 15 cents per
copy. Subscription rate is 8 dollars per academic year.
Editor in Chief: Eileen A. Monchek
-Managing Editor ..................... .. ....... .. ......... .. .. ..... Lori Rapuano
Editors at Large .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . Mike Kinney, Bob O 'Connor
~ews Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G thy Jacobs
Asst. News Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carolyn Engle
Feature Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nanette Strehl
Asst. Feature Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francine Marchese
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marta Jaremka
Photography Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... '. . . . . . . Fred Trujillo ·
Arts and Graphics Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael Alfonso
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rozana Botash
Asst. Photography Editor ...... . ..... . ... . .. Mark Freiling
Asst. Arts and Graphics Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Dabe Harbour'
Asst. Arts and Graphics Editor ..... . .. .. .. George Falkowski
Editorial Cartoonist ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Nitch

OFFICERS
Adverti sing M anager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chrystal Zurlo
Circulation M anager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Danny Rodg~rs

News
Manny Cantor, Andy Krupa, Doug Schindler, Vicky Schindler, Susan ·
Singer, Linda Zamer
Feature

Robert Baker, Rick Donovan, Peter Gannon, Raymond Hamilton, Vickie Kauffman, Carolyn Quinn, David Wuethrich, Mark Yablonsky, Jim
Kurdyla

Sports
Bob Spanier, Jeff Toth
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Christy Parker, Anthony Markle, _Nich
Cirasel/a, RobertColish, Carol Perez
Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material
is 12:00 the Friday prior to publication . All submissions must be typed
and double spaced for publication. Letters to the Editor are encouraged
and must be typed and sealed . Letters to the Editor must be signed, however any request for a name to be withheld will be considered . Un- ·

signed letters will_ not be printed.
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All submissions become the property of thi s publication and may not
be reprinted without the consent of eitherthe author or the Independent.

OFFICES: Independent, Kean College, College Center, Morris Ave.,
Union, N.J. 07083-Phone 355-0174 oron campus extension 2339.
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Can We Afford To Be Idealists?

European Ethnic Groups
Have A History Too
I would like to say that Black History Month really seems to be going
very successfully from what I have seen and heard so far, but my question is, when is Irish history month? (or Swedish or Italian or Polish or
Slovack, French , German, etc.). European ethnic groups each have a
distinctive history and cultural background all their own, which varies
from country to country. These cultures are just as vital a part of the
community and campus as any other and I believe we deserve equal
time.
Deirdre Louise S. MacNamara

Solomon Bill
Constitutional?
So Ed Jude and Cindy Marconi find the Solomon Bill "unconstitutional. " Well that's too bad , because it's about time somebody in
Washington did the right thing for a change.
The reasons why are plain and simple. 1) The Solomon Bill is not "discriminatory" due to a persons sex. Many conservatives and liberals
alike feel that a woman's mind should not be exposed to the abject horror of a battlefield. 2) It's true that the Selective Service has a system
to catch these cowards, but another system shou ld be set up to prevent
them from enjoying undeserved benefits (Federal Financial Aid). 3)
Guilt should be assumed before innnocence, because if these individuals don't want to fight in their country's defense, they shouldn' t be allowed to receive any of its privileges .
To say the least, the Solomon Bill is not "unconstitutional " as our
N .S. A . representatives purport. Rather, it is a housecleaning device that
will rid our college of certain parasitic types . The said individuals
couldn't care less about the future of this country, which sent its sons
out to perserve our security on the battlefields of lwo Jima, Pork Chop
Hill, and KheSahn .
Before closing this letter, I'd only like to say that the draft should
come back, because our country needs it badly. So in that way, Mr.
Jude and all others find themselves soldiering for a change. Like it or
not!\\
Respectfully Submitted ,
Jim Kurdyla

A great deal has been said, both for and against, nuclear war. One fact,
however, mu st be accepted; in 1940 Albert Einstein wrote that a nuclear
bomb was not only a possibility, but a reality . We must accept the nuclear
factor as a fact of life. We can no more rid the world of it than we can rid
the world of water.
This country was built upon a set of ideals; the equality of mankind; the
freedoms all should have of religion and speech. We have had these beliefs
tested and debated in such places as Bastogne, Saigon and Korea. We must
be prepared to defend these beliefs, whether against Faculty abuse or Communist influence, with our words and our fists.
The survival of these beliefs now rest upon us and in this battle there is
no such thing as a small victory.
Do not be fooled into believing that a universal disarmament can be
brought about by 8 our of 10 nations- all nations must un ite for it to succeed
-and this will never happen . Communism is built upon the theory that might
makes ri ght and the game of Nuclear Brinkmanship is now the international
political language.
The Nuclear club grows, like a cancer through the world. This is a cancer
which can't be cured , but can be stopped-for a threat can only be matched
by an equally powerful threat, and change comes slowly, but it can come.
Those who say "use our money to build our country and not bombs" must
realize that some other country will spend their money on bombs to take
over our cities. There must exist, and we must have, a medium poi11t.
We can have ideal ,s but we can no longer afford to be idealists. We can
have hopes, but we can not wait for things to set themselves to right. We
have seen to much to believe that we have all the time in the world. Time
is too short, and the World hangs in the balance.
There is only one thing that makes the U .S. the leader of the Nuclear community. We have the power, but we don't intend to use it for conquest. Can
Premier Andropov, in all honesty, say the same?
William Kraus
)unior Class
Representative

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Notice To All·Students
'-

Advance Notice
Annual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
Right now is the best time to start planning for the
January 1984 trip to the Soviet Union. Here, during
the coldest month of the year, you will roam the frozen streets of Moscow and Leningrad and discover
for yourself what the Russian-way-of-life is all about.
More information will be available around May
1st so why not walk over to the International Studies
Office, located in Willis 107-C, and write your name
on our mailing list.

The last day to apply for a Pell Grant or for the N.J. Assistance
Programs for the current 1982-83 school year is March 15,
1983. The last day to make corrections to information already
submitted to the N.J. Assistance Programs for the 1982-83
school year is also March 15, 1983.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Honors Scho.larships
Honors Scholarship applications will be available
on March 1st 1983 for the academic year beginning in the Fall of 1983.
Applications can be obtained from the Financial
Aid Office, the Dean of Students Office, the Iibrary, Evening Student Office, EEO Office, and the
Housing Office.
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Phylis Hyman: A Sophisticated Lady
by Kenny McCoy
Valentines Day, 1983 had an
added attraction for those who visited Kean College's Wilkins
Theatre. They were entertained by
a sophisticated lady named Phylis
Hyman,
whose
performance
rocked the house! After Kenny
McCoy, the announcer, thanked
all who made the show possible,
Miss Hyman started the show with
"For once in my life time. " She fol lowed that up with "Somewhere."
she has a nice personality, which
was evident as-she spoke to the audience. She then went on to sing
other songs which included
"Betcha by Golly Wow" , "Another
Fae" and " You know how to love
me. " She reminded the audience
that she was on Broadway by singing, "It Don't Mean a Thing If It
Ain't Got That Swing." She also did
a hit from the Broadway play
"Dream Girls." The audience was
thrilled by this . She talked aobut
Duke Ellington and her upcoming
tour of Rome, Paris, Italy and vieinity. Her finale was "You were my
Dream. " The audience did not

want to see her leave. I did not
either. Her band included two
backup female singers, a female
bongo player (who got off), a
drummer, a guitar, bass, and
keyboard player. All the members
did an outstanding job.
After the show Miss Hyman
signed autographs and conversed
with the people backstage, however, due to a large crowd , some
had to leave the theatre that evening without the autograph they
had hoped to receive.
Over 750 people attended the
concert, the majority of whom
were Kean students. this attendance record was second only to
Jerry Garcia's, who performed at
Kean last year. This information
was given by a CCB member.
The Phylis Hyman Concert
proved that the Black Student
Union and the College Center
Board can successfully work together to provide an excellent concert of interested students on Campus. I strongly hope and will try to
make sure that this foundation is
built upon.

Observations By Bober

Car Inspection
by Christopher Bober
Bless the N .J. Department of
Motor Vehicles. Long ago they developed a plan to wreck every drivers' nerves. I suppose it began
when someone decided driving
was too easy, and it would have
been. You get your license, buy a
sled, and forever plod along the
·hole riddled highways and byways
of the Garden State. Someone,
somewhere in the DMV decided to
make life more interesting. So a
plan emerged so frightening, so
sadistic, so diabolical it can only
be inflicted once a year on every
car owner: state automobile inspection .
I admit that none of my cars ever
enjoyed the test, especially my
Studebaker. People say cars are inanimate objects, and I agree. But
every July the Studebaker seemed
to know it was ti me to head over to
Newark or Rahway. Out of all the
tests done to a car by the DMV the
Studebaker despised but one brake testing. So, every July, like
clockwork, the brakes went on the
car.
I can't say I blame them. Brake
tests are by far the most ridiculous.
Th ink of this procedure for a minute: an inspection agent gets in
your car, shifts into drive, floors
the accelerator and takes off like a
bullet. Then 12 feet later he slams
on the brakes without knowing
whether the car will stop or not.
Now I ask you , if you were an automobile, would you take such
punishment just to give some
bored official a thrill? I think not,

and the Studebaker wanted to do
something about it.
July 1980; a date that will live iin
infamy with the Newark DMV,
was the Stude's last inspection .
The brakes were almost completely shot, stopping the car only
if I pumped them about 5 times. All
the way on Frelinghuysen I prayed
for green lights, and when prayers
weren't answered I ran through the
red. Finally, I reached the station,
and the inspection began .
The . old heap passed all preI im inaries with flying colors.
When it came time for the brake
test I started to sweat. I tried to tell
the inspector, I warned him, but
did he listen ?He just growled:
"Out of the car." and then he
grunted .
I figured,hey, if he wants to kill
himself, fine. The inspector went
through the procedure to the letter.
The Stude flew when it was
floored ; a shame it couldn't stop.
Standing on the sidelines I saw the
guy with his foot riveted to the
floorboard, a look of extreme terror on hi s face .
Eventually it stopped . Naturally,
it fai led, and before leaving I
caught a glimpse of the good inspector rushing off to the men's
room .
Today the Studebaker has been
replaced by a Plymouth , and the
Fury has truly followed in the vein
of the Stude. It's not causing any
strokes with bad brakes, it's a
newer model and so has a more effective method . Obviously the
Fury dislikes inspectors as well , so
it kills them with its em issions .

Phylis Hyman sung from her heart at the Valentine's Day performance at Kean College's Wilkins Theatre.
Benjamin Tugend

How to make peace withTolstoy.

Music Box Trivia
byJim Kurdyla
1. By what name is Stuart
Godard better known by?
2. Give the titles for both of the Answers
Vapors albums.
3. What was Sting's previous oco,zog A.ua1 ·9
cupation before forming the
auJ041MeH ·sPolice?
uossI!N A.ueH pue uouua7 uyof ·v
4. "Pussycats" was a collaboraJa4::iea1 I004::>5 ·£
tive work of what two musicians?
siau8ew pue sAeo Jeao MaN ·z
5. In what N.J. town did Debbie
iuywepv · L
Harry live in?
6. Which member of the Missing
Persons performed with Frank
Zappa?

If the academic wars are getting you ~own, declare ~ cease-fire. Take a ?~eak
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Swsse Mocha. It's JUSt one of five deliaously

eE~;~&:.: M?G?IFUIGNffl
. GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at:

BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

~
OUIERAl FOOOS

a:, General Foods Corporation 1983 _ _ __.
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Nina Weiner Dancers Captivate Audience

by Dierdre L. 5. MacNamara

On February 17, 1983 in Wilkins Theatre, the community was
provided witb the opportunity to
enjoy a performance by an exuberant and inventive modern dance
troupe, the Nina Weiner dancers .
The troupe, consisting of six
male and female members, combined acrobatics, narration and
dance to produce the final fourpiece program, choreographed by
('Jina Weiner and including a piece,
by troupe member, Timothy Buckley.
The first piece, "Kemo Sabe"
began with a brief monologue in
which narrator Marcia Trees, dressed appropriately in buckskins and
a ten -gallon hat, states in short
phrases the uses of a bandanna.
Between her recitations, the dancers begin their movements. Accompanying themse lves
with
finger-snappings and hand-clappings, the dancers manage to each
perform a seperate sequence of
moves while remaining within the
rigid , steady tempo set at the beginning of the performance. Marcia Trees is later joined by two
other gi rls, and, while seated, the
trio performed an astonishing percussion segment, usi ng a variety of
hand and arm movements, while
retaining steady and precise beats
with their feet.
The next excerpt, "Irish Jumping

.1
,

t/Jj,.
Songs" was a personal favorite . If
you have previously experienced
·1rish dance, you could pick out the
traces of reel and jig steps. Even if
you hadn't, the high steps, kicks,
and jumps of this number combined with the lively traditional
Irish music made this a thoroughly

enjoyable excerpt to watch.
An especia lly innovative piece
called "The Condor Material" followed. Based on the relationship
of upper body movement with leg
work, this piece developed into an
interesting sequence.
Commencing the evening was

"Lullabies for Elisabeth ." This was
the second piece to contain music,
this time under the direction of Sergio Cervetti. This dance originated
as part of the Ballet Theatre Workshop, under the direction of
Mikhail Barishnikov, and was later
fully developed and choreog-

raphed by Nina Weiner in 1981.
Miss Weiner has an impressive
list of credits, having studied with
such dancers as Meredith Monk,
Twyla Tharpe, and Ailvin Ailey.
She did several dance works for
television before forming her company in 1976 .

Prime-Time TV Hits the Skids

What's All This Then
by George Falkowski
Prime-time television, with its
rare exceptions, has continued in a
never-ending tailspin for some
time now. Blame it on the advent
of cable. Blame it on the network
censors. What the hey, blame it on
the writers!
But please! Won't SOMEBODY
blame it on the bozos running the
networks? What do they take the
publicfor?
It has been a habit of mine to
avoid the so-called "prime-time"
slots for years now. However, it
cannot be helped if, by the hand of
fate, I come across a new show .
Much of my TV-viewing is restricted to old movies sports or
programming past 11 pm . Unfortunately, while visiting a friend
several weeks ago, I came across
somehti ng so unspeakable as to
bring me to near-illness.
"Coming ~p Next On ABC . .
It's The New Odd Couple!"

TheNewWhaH
There, before my eyes, I saw one
of the great shows in TV his.tory
shattered to pieces.
Now, boys and girls, listen carefully. The problem with this show
is NOT that the performers are
black. No, the problems, and there
are a few, are as follows :

Cleese sent millions of us into hysteria with the infamous "Dead Parrot Sketch," #Silly Walks," and the
Argument clinic#.
tions are the same.
3. The damned apartment is the
After leaving the group, Cleese
same!
produced his own series, " Fawlty
4. The apartment BUILDING is Towers." The show revolved
thesame . .
around the proprietor of a small,
5. And Worst of all, WORST OF seaside hotel, Basil Fawlty, and his
ALL . . . THE STORY LINES surrounding cast of inept help.
ARE THE SAME!! THIS INCLUDES Every week, Fawlty would find
THE SCRIPTS!!
new ways to get into more and
Give us a break! Are people ac- more trouble, much to the delight
tually so blind? Couldn't the ABC of his fans.
people at least have changed a few
Which brings us to "Amanda's
things around? I suppose it Place." This show revolves around
wouldn't have been as bad if the the proprietor of a small, seaside
Old Odd Couple reruns weren't hotel, Amanda, and her surroundstill on the ai r. What it comes ing cast of inept help. They've
down to is another network at- even taken a "Fawlty Towers" plot
tempt to force inferior program- for the first show . Sure, they
ming on a public which, unfortu- bqught the ri ghts from the BBC, but
nately will watch whatever is plop- when will this stop?
ped in front of them .
Is American TV that desperate
But ABC didn't stop there . Now for ideas? Will we just keep seeing
we have "Amanda's Place," star- spinoffs from more successful
ring Bea Arthur of "Maude" fame . shows? (D id you know "All in the
Beatrice Arthur is a wonderful tal - Family" was based on a Britisli
ent, but this show, too, has one big show?) I sincerely hope not. Howproblem . I haven't even SEEN the ever, as long as PBS keeps importshow and it became obvious.
ing the good shows from overseas,
For fans of British humor, the and as long as there are late-night
name John Cleese is synonomous reruns of the classics, well , things
with everything that is funny. won't be that bad .
If only we could get Monty
Gaining his fame as a member of
"Monty Python' s Flying Circus," Python back on the air.

1 . The main characters names
are the same.
2. The main characters' occupa-

The

College Center Board
Presents

N

Warren Zevon
a solo recital

Wednesday, March 2
8:00pm
Wilkins Theatre
$5.00 students
$7.50 general
for more information call
527-2337

The College Center Board
presents at Wilkins Theatre

Exodus Gospel Choir
Cordially invites you to celebrate
Black History Month

Lazar Vision
Constellation II

at their Gospel Extravaganza
February 25, 1983
7:30pm
, Downs Hall, Dining Room II & Ill

Thursday, March 3
8:00-10:00 pm -12 Midnight
Stuc;tents - $3.00
General - $5.00
For more information call
527-2337

Gospel Choirs throughout New Jersey will be performing including Kean
College's Exodus Gospel Choir and Voices of lnterFaith Ministry Singers.

li-~lllJ~◄
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Thurs., Feb. 2,4, 1983

AmericanFestival BalletToPerform
The American Festival Ballet of
Moscow, Idaho, now making its
New York area debut, will perform
at 8:15 P.M. Tuesday, March 8, at
the Wilkins Theatre, Kean College.
Formed in 1971, the ballet
under the direction of Steven Wistrich, dances works by George
Balanchine and Elizabeth RoweWistrich, its resident choreographer.
The diverse program including
classic, contemporary and interpretive ballet has delighted audiences from Seattle through some
33 states.
The American Festival Ballet
will perform John Cranko's "Ebony
Concerto" and "Holberg Suite."
The Stuttgart Ballet has given permission to perform the late Mr.
Cranko's works to only five ballet
companies in the nation.
The company is scheduled to
present Balanchine's "A la Francaix" and Ms. Rowe-Wistrich's
"Aubade," "Nocturne" and "Salute to Sousa."
In addition, master classes will
be conducted for dance students in
the college.
Tickets will be $5 for general admission and $3 for students and
senior citizens.
Additional information may be
obtained from the College Center
Board, sponsor of the appearance,at 289-1311 or from the
Theatre box office at 527-2337 .

Vocal Auditions
For ''Fidelio''
Brad Keimach, Music Director
o( the Westfield Symphony, has

announced auditions for "Fidelio"
which is to be performed June 4,
1983 in Westfield. Casting will be
for the following roles: Florestan
(Tenor), Rocco (Bass), Don Pizarro
(Baritone), Marzelline (Soprano),
Jaquino (Tenor), and Don Fernando (Baritone). For audition information call Brad Keimach at
212-580-7889.
Instrumentalists interested in
being part of a highly disciplined
symphony orchestra should call
Betty Bonnell at 233-2146 for information, or for music auditions,
which are scheduled for February
26 and March 5.

Good-times offer:

Jean Mattson
to Lecture
on Irish Tinkers
The third lecture in the "Adventure in International Living" series
will be presented by Jean Mattson
on Tuesday, March first at 1 :40
and 7:40 in the Alumni lounge,
Downs Hall. The topic is "A Vanishing Culture: The Irish Tinkers in
Transition". Mattson will present
an overview of the history and culture of the Irish tinkers and will discuss her own involvment with the
group during a four month stay in
Ireland in the Spring,-of 1982.
The tinkers, more commonly
known in Ireland as "the traveling
people" have become an anachronism in modern Irish society
forcing them into a transition to
settled society for which they are
ill-equipped. This has brought
them into increasing conflict with
the settled community which last
spring culminated in organized
protests on both sides.
Interested in photographing the
"travelers", Mattson became acquainted with a leading member of
the group and learned first hand of ,
their side of the controversy. SI ides
will accompany the lecture.

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (nq cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152
Name-----------,,~="""l=----------Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1p,_ _ _ __

Specify quanttty_ _ _ _ _ _~mount encloMc:I $,_ _ _ _ _ __
Offer expires January 31 , 1984. No purchase necessary.
New York residents add 8.25% sales tax .
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment.

KCC24

Stngro.m:s

C 1982 SE/QW,I lltSTllfRS CO., N.Y.C. MRaN YffSICEY-A Bl.£Jtl. 80 PROOF. ''SMn-Up" and "711'" a,e lrademar1ls al the SMn-Up Company.
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THE END IS HERE

George Falkowski
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Thurs., Feb. 24, 1983

Notices• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices
Notice
Executive Board Candidates Meeting

Please Note
Full Time Undergraduate Students

Monday, March 7, 1983 at 3 pm in the Student Organization Conference Room. If you are a candidate and cannot make the meeting, you
must contact the Vice-President of the Student Organization, Paul
Egert, by 3 pm, March 6, 1983.

Applications are now available from the Vice President's office
(in the student organization offices, college center, Room 128 next to the candystand and back door of the pub) for all those .
who wish to run for positions on the Executive Board of the Student Organization for the 1983-1984 academic year.

FREE
LEGAL
SERVICES

The positions available are President, Vice President,·Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, Assistant Treasurer, National Student Affairs Director. (Assistant NSA Director-not an Executive Board
position - elections will also be held at this time.)

Counseling By A
Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday

Candidates for President and Vice President must have accumulated at least 56 credits and have maintained a 2.5 cumu lative
average at the time of the elections. Candidates for other positions must have accumulated at least 29 credits and have maintained a 2.0 cumulative average at the time of the elections.

froni 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
OFFICES

Application deadline: 5 p.m. Friday, March 4, 1983
(Put application in Student Organization ballot box, CC128)

COLLEGE CENTER BLDG

s~
. ,:i ·:- COPIES

Kean College of New Jersey

INSTANT COPY CENTER

lmoortant

\.'.J

Freshman Class ~eeting, Tuesday March 1
during College Hour in Whiteman Hall
Lounge.

RT. 22, UNION

Financial Aid Information
Workshop
Tuesday 3/8/83 at 8 pm. Room
J100 Hutchinson Hall. Application
Procedures for 1983-84 financial
aid will be discussed. All are invited.

~-

~rJORTH STAR
SKI SERVICE

The Renata Club will present Dr. Daniel
DiSalvi, professor of Psychology as its
guest speaker on Thursday, February
24 at 12 noon in the Alumni Lounge in
Downs Hall. Professor DiSalvi's topic
will be "Myth of Memory Loss". Coffee
and cake will be served. Everyone is
welcome. For further information contactJackie Kutyla, Ext. 2161 .

SKI MAINTENANCE
& MINOR REPAIR

HOT WAX~
~&SHARPEN

In Observance of
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
The Elite Brothers of
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
Fraternity, Inc.
Will be sponsoring

a NAACP Drive
Date: Feb. 24 & 25
Time: 11-4
Place: Student Activities Booth
(Student Center)

"WILL PICK UP & RETURN"
CALL BETWEEN 5-9 PM
ASK FOR ED 548-1130

The Grub Street Writer Organization would like to thank

everyone who submitted material for the magazine. Look
for our issue in early May!
If anyone is interested in
working on the magazine next
year, please contact Dr.
Huberman, Dr. O'Day, or
Kathy Wernsing. They may be
reached through the English
Department in Willis, third
floor.

The English Club
Tuesday, March 8, 12:15 pm.
Lecture/Discussion: Georgia
Howell Harnett, "A Lawyer
Looks at Twelve Angry Men".
(Bring your brown bag lunch).
The Browsing Room.

Classifieds

American Festival Ballet

r _ . . .~-·-·-·-..... ..-.c ......... ~~.....,., ...

~

.,,..,.,_,...,~• n

, .:. 1
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-8: 15 PM

MARCH 8

'WI LKI NS "THEATER

"T I C K ETS:
13 STUDENTS
15

OTHER

"PR ESEN TE D

~

College

by-

Center ClJoard

TICKET INFO : 527-233 7

Sports Medicine Program
meeting will be held
Wednesday March 2, 1983
at 6:15 pm in CSW 109. For
other information call Ken
Turner at 221-2437.
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For Sale
Guitar - Excellent Condition w/

case. Accessories included.
$150.00. Call Kathleen 2725349.

SLOA~
LOU/1111£,I=

l :l:l li-i~

The Elite Brothers of
Kappa Alpha Psi
Frat, Inc.
Iota Epsilon Chapter
will be sponsoring a

BLOODDRIVE
Tues. 3/1/83
9am-4pm
Student Activities Bldg.
Sloan Lounge

Are You Interested In Becoming A
Speech Pathologist or a Teacher
of the Hearing Impaired?

If so, you need to schedule a brief
interview. Call 2218 or stop in at
the Institute for Child Study and
see Mrs. Grove for the application.

Tax Return
Preoaration

1040 Ei-1040 A-1040
Schedul~s A, B & C

$10
Phone

Lawrence J. Jock
(201) 527-2789
(609) 424-3018

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Tired of being a number in a
clinic? Be a patient in a
Physician's Office. Free
pregnancy test and birth
control information.
687-0102

The Unified Vailsburg
Services Org. is looking for volunteers to
tutor high school and
elementary school students one hour a week.
Contact Anne Wessel
at 374-2000.
Tutor
Math, all levels - Will accept
any challenge. Computer,

Basic, Fortran, Pascal, R.P.G.
David A. Cohen, 232-8081 or
232-6085.
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Fan/s Perspective

''What the Devil is Going on Here?''
George Falkowski

"We knew it would be tough,
but, not THIS tough" - Bob MacMillan, New Jersey Devils, as
heard this past Sunday evening on
WOR-TV.
Truer words were never spoken .
Hence, the New Jersey Devils
have bumped, dumped and allegedly skated through their whopping six-game television schedule
on WOR. For those of you isolated
enough NOT to have cable, you
had six wonderful opportunities to
see this team .. . My team (I
thought I'd clear that up) in action.
Since the Devils moved into the
area so late in the Spring of 1982,
the available TV space was practically zilch . After all, the lsland~rs,
Rangers, Knicks and Nets were all
settled on channel nine.
So, I imagine the Devils and
WOR sat down and decided to
choose six games that the team
would prove competitive in. They
did . . .and THEY didn't.
The Devils lost all six . Shut out
by Washington. Blown out by St.
Louis and Detroit. A heartbreaking

loss to Hartford . Shut out again by
Howatt, who has been hurt
On defense, Bob Lorimer, Mike
Philadelphia and beaten by Win- often, has been a major disap- Kitchen and Joel Quenville lend
nipeg. Terrific.
pointment thus far. There is hope some stability to a usually shaky
As of today, the Devils have 34 he will recover the old magic. squ·ad.
points, courtesy of eleven wins (2 He'd better.
And please don' t forget Chico.
points each) and twelve ties (1
Of course, there is my pal Carol Who knows where the team would
point each). The only force pre- Vadnais, also known as Mr. be without him. This gentleman
venting the Devils from slipping Minus. More than once I have has faced over 1400 shots, has a
into last place is.something called been tempted to throw toll fare on 85% save rate and a goals-againstthe Pittsburgh Penguins, who the ice, encouraging Carol to go average of UNDER 4.00 per game.
haave refused to win in recent back to the Rangers. His hand-outs If he does not suffer shell shock, he
weeks .
to opposing forwards have cost the will continue to be the cornerstone
The Devil's lack of success is not Devils more than a few games. of this franchise.
for a lack of trying. There are some However, I am obligated to admit
Believe it or not (so said this Ripplayers, however, who have that Vadnais has . . . yes . . ley character), the Devils are deproven they don not belong. .begun to play well lately. There is veloping some awesome talent in
Others just appear to be skating in a Santa Claus. Maybe.
the minors. Among the many
sand.
Among the youngsters, Aaron (there are many) , Pat VPrhPrk ,1nd
On the Official Boo list are the Broten and Brent Ashton continulikes of Tapio Levo, John Wensink ally leave their talent in the locker
and Gary Howatt. Tapio, the Fin- room every night.
nish defenseman, has had his moBut there is reason to hope. Vetments, but, has been terrible at erans Don Lever and Bob MacMiltimes. He has suffered from the lan (he of the true words) provide
"Clowns on Ice" syndrome, earn- skill and leadership. Hector Marini
ing the nickname, Tapio Bozo.
has proven he can play since comWensink already has a fan club, ing over from the Islanders. Steve
but a)I he is on the ice is a goon. Tambellini, if he ever gets his act INTRAMURAL SPORTS
True, he is always hustling. That is together, could lead the Devils in Five-Player Basketball
Regular season games for intranot enough on this team .
scoring for years to come.

Rocky Trattier (Bryan's brother) are
two to watch.
Until the Day of Improvement
comes, I will continue to take
abuse from the big-mouthed Rai:iger fans (they should talk), the Islander fans and the Any Team that
Beats George's Team fans. They
never stop, and that's fine with me.
We all know what happens eventually if YOU harp on ME enough.
You have to start somewhere,
and the Devils have. The Ranger
fans know it. And don' t you forget.
If you should, I'll find you and refresh your memories. That's a
promise.

creation Rau
mural five-player basketball began
on Monday, February 21. All participating teams have been divided
into division of play .
The teams will progress in the
Round Robin Tournament until
March 14th when the top three
teams from each men's division,
the top two teams from the fraternity and the top four teams from
the women 's division will begin a
Single Elimination Tournament.
The winner of the men's division
will then have the opportunity to
compete in the Budweiser Extramural Tournament.
UPCOMING EVENTS .. .

Racquetball
Indoor racquet action for men,
women {singles) and co-rect teams
is offered through the Department
of Intramural-Recreational Sports.
Sign-up will be open until February 25 .
The Organizational Meeting
will be held on March 1 at 1 :40
p.m . in D-127, D' Angola Gymnasium . For racquetball enthusiasts this is a $uper $aver from
the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports and the "Court
House" Racquetball Club .
INFORMAL RECREATION
The Main Gymnasium (D-110)
and the Auxiliary Gymnasium (D133) are now scheduled to accommodate the Intramural Five-Player
Basketball leagues. Informal Recreation in these facilities therefore,
will not be offered until the conclusion of the evenings games.

Ski
On Sunday, February 27, the Ski
Club will have its last trip of the
season to Hunter Mountain . Signup for all trips outside the cafeteria
at the Ski Club table in the Student
Center, Monday-Thursday, 1~ :001 :30 p.m . Ski conditions for
Hunter Mountain will be posted
daily at the Ski Club table.

Men's Tennis
Practice
will
commence on Monday,
March 1st at 3 :00 at the
tennis courts.

Grappler Summary

The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada. Imported by Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck, N .Y. © 1982.

Ed Reiss of Union, captain of the
Kean College wrestling team,
paced six Squires who competed
in the Metropolitan Intercollegiate
tournament.
The 158-pounder r.laced fourth
with a 4-2 record to boost his season mark to 19-6-1 . Darren Seppelt of Roselle Rark has an 11-8-1
record in the 177-pound·class and
Joe Luchetti of Newton, a 167pounder, is 12-9-1.
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3-Goal 3rd Decisive

Express Calls Meadowlands '~Home", 6-4
by George Falkowski
(Feb . 15) The Kean College Express, making its debut at the
Meadowlands Arena, rallied for
three goals late in the game to
shock Queens College, 6-4 .
Queens had overcome an early
3-1 Kean lead and actually led 4-3,
midway through the third period.
The Express displayed two distinct personalities-A sharp, pressuring team that forced the opposition into mistakes deep in their
own end, and a team that fell into
a shell, nearly allowing Queens to
escape the Arena with a win.
Queens scored first at 5 :47 of
the first period as Tommy
Frizalone beat Kean goalie Brian
Cassidy. The Express came right
back, scoring two goals in a span

of 48 seconds to claim a 2-1 lead.
Dave Conklin tied the score at
8:43 and Keith Unger jammed
home the go-ahead score off of a
scram be in front of the Queens net.
The Express survived a 5-on-3
Queens skating advantage late in
the first period and nearly scored
on several excellent chances . A 3on- 1 break never developed, and a
2-on-1 rush was halted on a great
pad save by Queens goalie Juan
Melandez.
Tim Clifton found the net at 3:43
of the second period, giving the Express a 3-1 lead. But when Billy
Jinks pulled down a Queens player
on a breakaway, the New York
team was alloted a penalty shot.
Once again , it was Frizalone converting for his second goal and a 32 Kean lead .

Four Queens players and goalie Juan Melandez watch tying goal find nothing but net.
photo by George Falko wski

At 12 : 19, Frizalone found his
way into the scoring column
again, assisting on Ira Altman's
goal which tied the game at 3-3 .
The Queens team seemed to be
playing most of the period in
Kean's end of the rink and came
out of it with a 3-3 tie. The period,
however, was not without incident.
As time wound down, Kean
mounted a serious attack on the
Queens net. Tempers flared and
both sides took penalties, leaving
Kean and Queens two men short to
start the third period.
Due to time limitations, the third
period was reduced to 15 minutes.
When Queens' Joe Santamaria

Rumors that the Kean hockey
team will play all remaining home
games at the Meadowlands are
said to be without substance . .
EXPRESS UPDATE: Kean Drops
Two Straight - Eliminated From
Playoffs. Binghamton trounced the
Express on .Saturday, 11-3 . Poor
defensive play led to 32 shots on
goalie Brian Cassidy. On the
Brighter side, Walter Price scored
the first goal of his college career .
while Ray Galisewski and Tim Clifton also scored in the losing effort.
Greg Burgoyne and Keith Unger
were the goal scorers as Kean fell
to Queens on Sunday, 8-2. Out for
revenge after the Express victory at
the Meadowlands, the Queens

scored at the 6:45 mark, the situa-

team held Kean to only two shots

tion looked bleak .
on goal in the second period and
Suddenly, the Express reversed 1 8 for the game. •
their form and caught a surprised
This latest slump has head coach
Queens team in their own end . Tom O'Donnell shaking his head .
When Keith Unger's shot dribbled "We peaked in our big Meadowacross the Queens goal line at lands victory, but haven't played
photo by George Falkowski
The Express and Queens battle for late-game face-off.
8:08, the Express suddenly had a our type of game since, " O ' Don5-4 lead and the Kean rooters went nell said.
The Express, now sporting a 6crazy.
Doug Decesare beat a shaken 16-1 record , play Stonybrook (18Juan Melandez at 14:45 to wrap up 1) at the Nassau Coliseum and face
The Squirettes are fourth nation- the victory for Tom O'Donnell's off against Southern Connecticut
13-5, and 6-3 in the conference.
by Marta Jaremka
on Saturday in the season finale.
Kean College will play the winner ally in NCAA Div. Ill play and are Express .
The excitement is mounting as of the top two teams, and inprevi- number one in the Jersey Athletic
.the Kean College Women's Bas- ous games, Kean has beaten all Conference with a 10-0 record . If
they win the conference playoff on
Stats N' Such: Leading Scorers:
ketball team approaches the three.
Friday, they have an automatic bid
PTS.
Goals ,
Assists
playoffs. The game will be held
37
20
17
Keith Unger
The Squirettes wound up their to the NCAA playoffs . They have
here on Friday, February 25th
31
15
16
Tim Clifton
(that' s Tomorrow) at 7:30 in the season with a 22-2 record, with a home court, and one of the most
23
12
11
L. Senerchia
D' Angola Gym. By the time this ar- loss-win split in their last two valuable assets of home court ad21
12
9
G . Burgoyne
ticle is published, Kean's oppo- games. They lost only their second vantage is the home crowd. Fans
18
6
12
D . Conklin
nent will have been chosen . The game of the season against have an unbelievable effect on the
avg.
G
shots
G.A.
Goaltending
candidates are Trenton State, 13- Philadelphia Textiles College 62- way a team performs, and the
7.05
21
735
148
Brian Cassidy
7, and 5-4 in the conference; 55 over the weekend. In their sea- Squirettes would abe· grateful for a
Stockton State, 15-6, and 6-4 in son finale, they beat Jersey City large turnout. Come tomorrow and
show your school spirit!
the conf., and Rutgers/Camden, State 77-60.

Squirettes Ready for Playoffs

✓,,A

Woman's Soccer Team is Born"
by Gene Picker

Two Kean College women;
sophomore Marta Jaremko of
Millburn and freshman Maureen
Sweeney of Winfield, had a
dream .
Although women's soccer on
the college level is in the embryonic state nationally and virtually non-existent in New Jersey,
Jaremko and Sweeney went from
an idea to persistence and cajoling
to first interest prospective players
and then to college into sponsoring
the s rt
po ·
h
d .
Th e women, e Ipe Immeasurable b
b ff p t I
rtI
Y socf cSet.!:d ut · ad pfpo o,
u en s an a ormer
th e D ean o
player and coach who launched
the men's program at Kean and
•
k
' f
Tony Oc hnmen o, , success u I
coac h of t he Kean men steam, are
ready and raring to go.
rt· • t .
A c Iu b tearn wI 11 pa Icipa e in
indoor practice starting Saturday
(Feb. 19) and a 10 to 12-game
schedule is being arranged on the

varsity level for the fall season .
Currently, the only college in the
state offering women ' s soccer is
Princeton University, thereby forcing the numerous New Jersey
scholastic players to go out of state
if they wished to pursue the sport in
college.
Sweeney and Jaremko literally
met on the soccer field. Their
mutual interest in the sport has led
to a close friendship.
S
d
f
weeney p Iaye two years o
soccer at Rahway High where she
.
.
.
h
was instrumental in getting t e
program started via a petition cam.
pa1gn. A center halfback, Sweeney
was named the team's_ most valuable player as a senior and re. ed th e w a Iter Reed c ho IarceIv
h. J
k ,
h
• I ·
s 1p. arem_ o s sc o 1ast1c ~ aying
careeratM1llburnwascurtailedby
. . .
d h be
h
iniunes an s e
came t e team
manager.
At
Kean ,
the
diminutive

s

Sweeney was the scorekeeper for
the men' s soccer team, which
went on to win the New Jersey
State Athletic Conference chanpionship and compete in the
NCAA tournament last fall.
Jaremko, sports editor of the college paper, the Independent,
covered the games.

"We met on the sidelines and
became instant friends," Jaremko
said . "We thought how great it
wou Id be to have a women's team . .
But, at first, we received little encouragement.
"So we placed an advertisement
in the college paper to see how
many women would be interested .
Just five replied. Then we went
after girls who played other sports
or looked like athletes. Now we
have more than 20 players and
most have formal experience in
soccer.
"We believe that by starting a
program at Kean we could stir in-

" Soccer is another world for
terest and help in having other colleges in the state start women ' s Marta and me," said Maureen . "It' s
a big partofour lives."
soccer programs ."
Sweeney is a pre-med student
Ochrimenko will be the chief
advisor during the winter and who is interested in sports
spring while the college seeks a medicine. Jaremko is looking for a
competent coach for the varsity future in communications . While
Sweeney also competed in track in
season.
high school, Jaremko admits, "I'm
"We're going to mail letters to a writer, not an athlete. But it' s
the high schools to let the girls never too late to compete. I love
know they don't have to go out of
the sport ."
state to play soccer on the college
Kean currently is accepting aplevel," said Sweeney . Although plications for a coach of the
there are only 60 colleges in the women's team . "I hope they get a
country playing Division 3 soccer, good coach who understands us,"
the program and all women's Sweeney said . "The girls need a lot
sports activities are growing.
of discpline but also encourage"We're starting as a club in the ment."
The fall schedule will be chiefly
spring so that we should become
against colleges from New York
competitive in the fall."
Sweeney has remained active as and Pennsylvanioa who have
a player with the Rahway Cosmos, fielded teams for years .
"But we'll do well," vowed
a recreation league team which is
coached by her sister, Colleen, Sweeney and Jaremko. With their
who also is a freshman at Kean and enthusiasm and competence, how
can they miss?
a candidate for the college team.

